Abstract. The main results are its follows: Theorem 1. Let Q be the class of all ß-spaces. Then the following are equivalent for every X e S : (1) dim X < n, (2) there exists a closed mapping f of Z e 6. with dim Z < 0 onto X such that ord/ < n + 1, (3) X = U "*, X" where dim X, < n for each i and (4) Ind X < n.
Introduction. In the sequel, all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topological spaces, mappings to be continuous onto and A' to denote the positive integers. In this paper, we consider the following fundamental theorems of dimension for a class G of topological spaces X: (1) dim X < n, (2) there exists a closed mapping/ of Z G 6 with dim Z < 0 onto X such that ord/ < n + 1, (3) X = U",!",1 X¡, where dim X¡ < 0 for each i and (4) Ind X < n. As is well known, the statements (l)-(4) are equivalent for the class of metric spaces. Nagami defined in [7] the class of paracompact a-metric spaces and proved that they are equivalent for this class. Moreover, in [4] he also proved that for every cubic ju-space X (1), (3) , (4) and (2) with replaced Z such that Z is a ju-space are equivalent. Recently in [5] he defined the class ß of free L-spaces which is an intermediate one between those of Lasnev and A/,-spaces, and proved that they are equivalent for this class. A free L-space is shown there to be a ju-space, but not the converse. The aim of this paper is to prove that (l)-(4) are equivalent for the class of all fi-spaces and to give some variations. Definition 1 [7, Definition 1] . A space X is called a o-metric space if X = U °11 X¡, where each X¡ is a closed metrizable subspace of X, and {X¡} is called a scale of X. A scale {A',} is called monotone if X¡ c Xi+X for every i G N.
In the sequel, every scale is assumed to be monotone because X has a scale if and only if X has a monotone scale. The following argument is due to Nagami [7] : If X is a paracompact a-metric space with a scale {X¡}, then there exists a contraction, that is, a one-to-one mapping p of X onto a metric space X such that p\Xm is a homeomorphism of Xm onto a closed subspace p(Xm) of X. Such a pair (X, p) is called a replica of X with respect to {X¡: i G N). Definition 2. A space X is called a fi-space if A' is embedded in the countable product of paracompact a-metric spaces. Especially if X is the countable product itself of paracompact a-metric spaces, then X is called a cubic fi-space.
We observe that every ¡u-space is paracompact and perfectly normal, and this fact is used in the discussion below. Every paracompact a-metric space is obviously a o-space, that is, a space with a a-locally finite network in the sense of Okuyama [8] . Since paracompact a-spaces are countably productive [8, Theorem 4.7] , every cubic jtt-space is also a paracompact a-space. Moreover, since by [8, Theorems 2.1 and 2.9] paracompact a-spaces are hereditary with respect to any subspace, so is every /x-space. Thus by [8, Theorems 2.8 and 2.9] every ji-space is paracompact and perfectly normal.
Every free L-space is a ju-space [5, Corollary 3.5] . But the converse is not true. In fact let X be the butterfly space which is first described by McAuley. As Heath proved, X is not an Mx -space, though it is a paracompact a-metric space. Lemma 2 [7, Theorem 6] . Let X be a paracompact o-metric space with its replica (X, p), let W be a metric space and g: W -^ X be a mapping. Construct the subspace
ZofXX
Was follows:
Let fi. Z -» X, o: Z^*W be the restrictions to Z of the projections. Then Z is a paracompact o-metric space with its replica ( W, o) and pf = go. If, moreover, g is a closed mapping with ord g < n + 1 (or a one-to-one mapping) then f is a closed mapping with ord/ < n + 1 (or a one-to-one mapping), respectively. (1) dim X < n. Part 2. Since Af, is a metric space with dim Af, < n, there exists a closed mapping/, of a metric space Z, onto Af, such that dim Z, < 0 and ord/ < « + 1. By Lemma 2 again, for each / there exists a closed mapping/, of a paracompact a-metric space Z, with dim Z, < 0 onto Af, such that ord/ < n + 1, and there exists a contraction X,': Z, -» Z, such that (Z,, X¡) is a replica of Z, and a,'/ = /,Xj. Finally, we state the Cartesian product theorem for cubic /i-spaces. Of course every metric space is a cubic /t-space. But the converse is not true, because by [7, Theorem 1] the countable product of nonmetrizable a-metric spaces is not a-metric.
Theorem 3. If Y is a cubic fi-space and X is a space such that X X Y is countably paracompact and normal and at least one of them is nonempty, then dim(A" X Y) < dim X + dim Y.
Proof. Let Y = 11^., Y¡, where each Y, is a paracompact a-metric space. For each i G N let P¡ = TJy<¡ Y, and let g,,+1: Pi+X -» P, be the projection. Then A" X Y is the inverse limit of (A" X P¡, id* X g/+1}, where id* X g/+1 is an open mapping. Note that each X X P¡ is countably paracompact and normal and therefore by Lemma 7 and by the countable sum theorem dim(A" X P¡) < dim X + dim Y.
By [6, Theorem 1.7] we have dim(A" X Y) < dim X + dim Y.
